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Improved dispersion relations for GaAs and applications
to nonlinear optics
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The refractive index of GaAs has been measured in the wavelength range from 0.97 to 17mm,
which covers nearly the entire transmission range of the material. Linear and quadratic temperature
coefficients of the refractive index have been fitted to data measured between room temperature and
95 °C. In the midinfrared, the refractive index and temperature dependence are obtained from
analysis of etalon fringes measured by Fourier-transform spectroscopy in undoped GaAs wafers. In
the near infrared, the refractive index is deduced from the quasiphasematching~QPM! wavelengths
of second-harmonic generation in orientation-patterned GaAs crystals. Two alternative empirical
expressions are fitted to the data to give the refractive index as a function of wavelength and
temperature. These dispersion relations agree with observed QPM conditions for midinfrared
difference-frequency generation and second-harmonic generation. Predictions for various nonlinear
optical interactions are presented, including tuning curves for optical parametric oscillators and
amplifiers. Also, accurate values are predicted for QPM conditions in which extremely large
parametric gain bandwidths can be obtained. ©2003 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

GaAs is a material of great technological importance
use in a variety of electronic and electro-optical devic
Thanks to a wide transparency range, between about 0.9
17 mm in wavelength, GaAs is also used for infrared opti
In particular, GaAs is seen as a promising material for n
linear optics1,2 in the midinfrared due to its favorable mat
rial properties, which include high nonlinear susceptibili
low absorption, high laser damage threshold and high t
mal conductivity, as well as established material technolo
In all optical applications, the refractive index of the mater
is an essential parameter for device design.

For efficient nonlinear optical interactions, the intera
ing waves must maintain a constant phase relations
~‘‘phasematching’’! throughout the crystal. Birefringen
phasematching, which is often used to compensate for
persion, is not possible in GaAs because it is optically i
tropic. However, comparable efficiencies can be obtained
quasiphasematching~QPM!, where the nonlinear optical sus
ceptibility of the crystal is periodically modulated~prefer-
ably inverted! to compensate for refractive index dispersio3

The QPM period for a given set of interacting waveleng
depends critically on the material dispersion. Therefore,
sign of a QPM structure requires knowledge of the wa
length and temperature dependence of the refractive in
with accuracy exceeding that required by most other ap
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cations. Conversely, observation of phasematching wa
lengths provides a means for accurate characterization o
dispersion.

Initial studies of QPM in GaAs used wafer bonding
fabricate periodic structures.4 Applications of this technique
were limited to long wavelengths (.4 mm) and, in most
cases, used higher order QPM, which resulted in lower e
ciencies for nonlinear interactions.5,6 More recently, an all-
epitaxial process has been developed that permits li
graphic definition of the QPM structure. The resultin
material is termed orientation-patterned GaAs~OP-GaAs!.7,8

Through a combination of different growth techniques, it h
been shown that OP-GaAs can be fabricated with length~20
mm! and thickness~500 mm! sufficient for practical bulk
nonlinear interactions. Difference-frequency generation
midinfrared radiation has been demonstrated2 as has highly
efficient second-harmonic generation (.30% internal
efficiency1!. An important advantage of midinfrared sourc
based on OP-GaAs is that they can be pumped by w
developed near-IR lasers, thanks to the material’s wide tra
parency range. Important applications of OP-GaAs inclu
spectroscopy, remote sensing and infrared countermeas

The refractive index of GaAs has been the subject
numerous publications.9–17 In addition, the temperature de
pendence of the refractive index has been treated separ
in a number of papers.18–20 However, many of the previous
works considered only part of the spectral transmission w
dow of GaAs. Furthermore, the accuracy provided in ear
literature is not sufficient for QPM applications, especia

ian
il:
7 © 2003 American Institute of Physics
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with short-wavelength pump lasers. These reasons, comb
with the renewed interest in GaAs for nonlinear optics, m
tivate more accurate characterization of the material.

In this article, we present accurate measurements of
dispersion of undoped GaAs and its temperature depende
based on nonlinear optical measurements as well as on
ventional spectroscopic and interferometric techniques.
results are given as physically founded empirical fit fun
tions for the refractive index as a function of wavelength a
temperature, which are valid from 0.97 to 17mm in wave-
length (10 350– 590 cm21). This range spans from near th
GaAs band gap at 0.87mm (11 500 cm21) to the onset of
multiphonon absorption.

II. THEORY

A. Quasiphasematching and effect of dispersion
errors

Consider a nonlinear interaction between three pl
waves of frequenciesvp , vs , and v i , termed the pump
signal and idler, respectively, that are related byvp5vs

1v i . When the waves propagate in a homogeneous, dis
sive medium, the phase mismatch between them can be
pressed in terms of their wave vectors asDk5kp2ks2ki .
In a quasi-phase-matched interaction, the phase error
accumulates between waves propagating with different ph
velocities is periodically reversed by modulation of the pro
erties of the nonlinear material. The required period of t
modulation L is given by 2pm/Dk, where m, an odd
integer,21 is the QPM order~with m51 being the most effi-
cient case!.3 L is given explicitly in terms of vacuum wave
lengths and refractive indices as

L5m/~np /lp2ns /ls2ni /l i !. ~1!

For a givenL, the acceptance bandwidth of a QPM intera
tion is dictated by material dispersion and is typically ve
narrow. To fabricate a QPM structure for a given set
wavelengths, the dispersion must therefore be known v
accurately in order to predictL.

To estimate the target accuracy for our dispersion re
tion, consider the case of second-harmonic generation~SHG!
with fundamental wavelengthlv . In this case, the require
QPM periodL is

L5mlv /~2Dn! ~2!

whereDn5n2v2nv is the difference in refractive index fo
fundamental and second-harmonic~SH! waves. Based on Eq
29 in Ref. 3, we find the error inDn that leads to a decreas
of SHG efficiency by 50% is

dDn50.22lv /L, ~3!

where L is the length of the nonlinear material. Forlv

52 mm and L51 cm, this refractive index errordDn is
6431025.

B. Interferometric determination of the refractive
index

The refractive index of a plane parallel plate of thickne
d can be determined from the etalon interference fringes
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servable in simple transmission spectroscopy.11 The
roundtrip phase shift of normally incident light in the etalo
formed by the plate surfaces is

f5
4pnd

l
. ~4!

Ideally, the power transmissionTplate, resulting from mul-
tiple Fresnel reflections, has the form of an Airy function,

Tplate5
1

11F sin2 f/2
, ~5!

whereF is given in terms of the Fresnel amplitude reflecti
coefficient of one interfacer asF5@2r /(12r 2)#2. Even if
the shape and amplitude of the fringes are distorted by m
surement imperfections, their period and phase depends
sitively on n through Eqs.~4! and ~5!. At a transmission
maximum, the refractive index is given by

n~l!5
Nl

2d
, ~6!

where the integerN5f/2p is the fringe order, which mus
be known to determinen. For d@l, the correct value ofN
may not be immediately clear from the transmission sp
trum if the fringe count is lost towards long wavelengths d
to phonon absorption and/or the limited spectral range of
instrument. However, if a physical model of the dispersion
long wavelengths is available, andd is not too large, only
one choice of fringe countN for a given peak will make Eq.
~6! yield an n(l) consistent with the model over a wid
spectral range.11

C. Determination of the refractive index using SHG

To supplement interferometric measurements of the
fractive index, particularly at shorter wavelengths, we ha
used QPM SHG interactions of different ordersm. From Eq.
~2!, we see that, at the phasematching wavelength, the re
tive index for the second harmonic is given by

n~lv/2!5n~lv!1Dn5n~lv!1
mlv

2L
. ~7!

In our case, the refractive index at the fundamental wa
length is determined by independent interferometric m
surements. Then from SHG measurements, we can use
~7! to determine the refractive index at shorter waveleng
n(lv/2) once we known(lv).

D. Refractive index temperature dependence

The change in refractive index with temperature can
determined from the temperature dependence of the et
fringes. Ford@l and moderate dispersion, the fringe spe
trum near a given wavelength is nearly periodic, a
temperature-induced changes of this periodicity corresp
to changes in the roundtrip phasef. Here we wish to deter-
mine temperature variations around room temperature wh
the refractive index has been accurately measured. A se
expansion off to second order in the deviationDT from
room temperature gives
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/japo/japcr.jsp
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f~DT!'
4pd

l Fn1S na1
]n

]TDDT1
1

2 S 2a
]n

]T
1n

]a

]T

1na21
]2n

]T2DDT2G , ~8!

wherea is the thermal expansion coefficient of the materi
which is well known for GaAs. Given experimentally me
suredf(DT) over a range of temperatures, we fit the co
ficientsa0 , a1 anda2 of a quadratic dependence

f~DT!'a01a1DT1a2DT2. ~9!

By comparing Eq.~9! with Eq. ~8!, we find

]n

]T
5

l

4pd
a12na ~10!

and

]2n

]T2 5
l

2pd
a22n

]a

]T
22a

]n

]T
, ~11!

where a numerically small term ina2 has been neglected.

E. Functional form for the fit expression

To fit the measured dispersion, we use a function of
form given as Eq.~4! by Pikhtin and Yas’kov in Ref. 9:

n2~\v!511
A

p
lnS E1

22~\v!2

E0
22~\v!2D 1

^«2&
p

lnS E2
22~\v!2

E1
22~\v!2D

1
G3

E3
22~\v!2 , ~12!

where\v5hc/l is the photon energy (h is the Planck con-
stant andc is the speed of light in vacuum!. This form ap-
proximates the physical properties of a semiconductor m
rial with band gap E0 . Through Kramers–Kronig
relationships, Eq.~12! implies a spectrum for the imaginar
permittivity equal toA from E0 to E1 , ^«2& from E1 to E2 ,
and zero elsewhere apart from an undamped phonon atE3 .
This form will hereafter be referred to as the Pikhtin form

We have also fit a more commonly used Sellmeier-ty
function with three undamped oscillator terms:

n2~l!5g01
g1

l1
222l22 1

g2

l2
222l22 1

g3

l3
222l22 .

~13!

This expression is also physically based and obeys Kram
Kronig relationships but, compared to Eq.~12!, it represents
a more coarse approximation to the material properties.

Temperature dependence of the refractive index is in
duced into Eqs.~12! and ~13! by adding fitted temperatur
coefficients to the characteristic energiesEi , wavelengths
l i , or gi coefficients.

III. EXPERIMENT

A. Samples

Interferometric measurements were performed using
doped semi-insulating GaAs substrates from Wafer Tech
ogy Ltd. with ‘‘epitaxy-ready’’ surface polish on both side
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and specified thickness of 500625mm. For SHG experi-
ments, we used several OP-GaAs samples grown by a c
bination of molecular beam epitaxy~MBE! and hydride va-
por phase epitaxy~HVPE!, described in Ref. 22. The OP
GaAs samples were 500mm thick and 10 or 20 mm long and
had optically polished end facets. The characteristics of
QPM samples are listed in Table I. The QPM periods w
defined by photolithography, and the resulting uncertain
in the QPM period are small in comparison to estimates
measurement uncertainty given below.

B. Transmission spectroscopy measurements

A Perkin-Elmer Spectrum GX Fourier transform infrare
~FTIR! spectrometer was used to record transmission spe
through semi-insulating GaAs plates at 2262 °C from the
instrument limit at 1.5mm in wavelength to the onset o
absorption in GaAs at 17mm. The resolution was 1 cm21,
which was enough to resolve the interference fringes that
periods of about 2.5 cm21. Due to convergence of the spe
trometer beam at the sample focus, residual nonparalle
between the sides of the sample and finite resolution,
observed fringe amplitude was less than that predicted fo
ideal plane wave, with significant variations between diff
ent samples. For determination of the refractive index
room temperature, we used data from the sample that had
best interference contrast. This sample exhibited.5% peak-
to-peak oscillation in power transmission across the en
spectral range, with increasing amplitude towards lon
wavelength.

To characterize the temperature dependence, the sa
was placed inside a temperature regulated-aluminum b
that was stabilized to within 0.1 °C by a temperature contr
ler. Transmission spectra were recorded at a series of di
ent constant temperatures in approximately 2 °C interv
from 25 to 92 °C. Each step in temperature resulted in a s
of the transmission oscillations by approximately one te
of a period, as illustrated in Fig. 1. Care was taken to all
time for temperature stabilization before each measurem
The sample temperature was read by a separate the
couple in contact with the sample. We estimate that this th
mocouple measured the actual change in sample temper

TABLE I. Characteristics of OP-GaAs QPM samples. The experiment
measured phasematching wavelengths are given for SHG of different Q
orders atT521 °C. The QPM grating period of the sample is shown f
m51, and the equivalent first-order QPM period is given form.1.

Sample
Length
~mm!

QPM order,
m

Equivalent
QPM period,

L/m
~mm!

l2v

~nm!

L 10 1 61.2 2065.9
E 10 1 38.6 1757.5
C 23 1 26.3 1546.8
L 10 3 20.40 1427.3
L 10 5 12.24 1220.3
L 10 9 6.80 1031.4
L 10 11 5.56 979.1
C 23 5 5.26 966.1
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/japo/japcr.jsp
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with no more than61 °C error between the lowest and hig
est temperatures.

C. Laser interferometry

To characterize dn/dT for the shortwave part of the
GaAs transmission range not covered by our FTIR spectr
eter, we made laser interferometry measurements at 1.
1.319, 1.514, 1.550, 1.575 and 2.015mm. For these measure
ments, the laser wavelength was held fixed and the sam
temperature was ramped 1.0 °C/min from 23 to 95 °C wh
transmission of the laser beam through the sample was
corded. A typical measurement result is shown in Fig. 2.
above, the temperature of the sample was measured
separate thermocouple, and the uncertainty was estimat
be less than61 °C between the lowest and highest tempe
tures.

D. Second-harmonic generation

To determine the refractive index in the spectral ran
between the short wavelength limit of the FTIR and t
GaAs band gap, we exploited the fact that the phasematc
wavelengths for nonlinear interactions sensitively depend
dispersion. We used QPM SHG of different orders (m

FIG. 1. Example of interference oscillations observed by FTIR transmis
spectroscopy at different temperatures. The temperature increment be
curves is about 2 °C. For clarity, the curves are offset vertically. The os
lation amplitude here is about 6% peak to peak.

FIG. 2. Sample data showing transmission of a 1575 nm laser beam thr
a GaAs wafer as a function of the temperature.
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51–11) in several samples to cover a range of seco
harmonic wavelengths from 0.97 to 2.07mm. In this fashion,
we were able to obtain the difference of refractive inde
Dn5n2v2nv , between the fundamental and SH waves
ing Eq. ~7!. Table I summarizes the properties of the O
GaAs samples used and the observed phasematching c
tions for SHG of different QPM orders. The SHG data we
measured at room temperature, 2161 °C. A small correction
was made to the second-harmonic wavelengths to acc
for QPM peak shifts that resulted from beam focusing.23 The
corrected values, given in Table I, correspond to a pla
wave interaction for which Eq.~1! holds exactly.

In the range of 1.9–3.6mm, the fundamental beam i
produced by an optical parametric oscillator~OPO! based on
periodically poled lithium niobate~PPLN!. The OPO was
pumped by a diode-pumped Nd:YAG laser~Spectra-Physics
T-40! with 20 ns pulse width, 1.6 mJ/pulse, repetition ra
100 Hz to 1 kHz. The OPO delivered pulse energies of 10
200 mJ. At longer wavelengths~4–4.2 mm! we used an
erbium-laser-pumped, zinc–germanium-phosphide~ZGP!
OPO.24 The focusing conditions of the fundamental bea
inside the OP-GaAs crystals were close to confocal. T
SHG output was launched into a monochromator~Jobin
Yvon Triax 550, 150 grooves/mm grating, calibrated
61 nm with a HeNe laser! or into an optical spectrum ana
lyzer ~Advantest Q8384,60.5 nm accuracy! to measure the
spectrum of the second harmonic while the fundamen
OPO wavelength was tuned.

Measuring the SH while tuning the OPO has the adv
tage that the broad structure of the OPO spectrum is filte
by the nonlinear interaction. The position and width of t
second-harmonic peak are dictated by the QPM condi
and are not strongly dependent on the spectral width~or
spectral position! of the fundamental beam. This effect wa
especially important when the PPLN OPO was opera
close to degeneracy (l'2 mm) where its spectrum becam
quite broad. The filtering effect is illustrated in Fig. 3, whic
shows the SH spectrum obtained via fifth-order QPM in O
GaAs sample C, together with the fundamental OPO sp
trum.

In order to validate predictions of the temperature dep
dence of the SHG phasematching wavelength, OP-G
sample L was placed in a temperature regulated alumin
holder and the first-order QPM peak position was measu
for several temperatures in the range of 25– 150 °C.

E. Difference-frequency generation experiment

For further validation of the model’s predictions
difference-frequency generation~DFG! using two near-IR la-
sers~pump and signal! was performed to generate a midin
frared idler beam. A continuous wave~cw! pump beam~tun-
able between 1.27 and 1.34mm at 1–3 mW! was mixed with
a 1 W cw signal beam~fixed at 1.536mm! in an OP-GaAs
sample with 26.3mm QPM period. The resulting idler beam
around 8mm, was detected by a cooled HgCdTe detect
and the DFG phasematching conditions were measured.
DFG setup is described in detail in Ref. 2. The quasipha
matching wavelengths were determined for seve
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GaAs sample temperatures between 30 and 110 °C. Q
peak shifts due to focusing are negligible for the DFG e
periment, and no correction for this effect was made.

IV. DATA ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

A. Refractive index at room temperature

The refractive index down to 1.5mm can be calculated
from the FTIR transmission fringe maxima using Eq.~6!,
provided that fringe orderN and sample thicknessd can be
determined. In the following, we show that only one cho
of fringe order and a very narrow range of thickness
consistent with the combined FTIR and SHG data.

We first determined the position of all transmissi
fringe maxima in the FTIR spectrum~by local least-square
fitting of a sine to the transmission spectrum over succes
overlapping spectral intervals a few fringes wide!. The abso-
lute fringe orderN at the long wave end of the measur
FTIR spectrum could be uniquely determined by trying d
ferent values11 and fitting the Pikhtin~or Sellmeier! expres-
sion to the resulting refractive index values. If an incorre
fringe count is used, the resulting refractive index valu
diverge towards long wavelengths, and the shape of the
persion becomes highly inconsistent with physical models
the dispersion.

Dotted lines in Fig. 7 illustrate the effect of offsetting a
fringe orders by61 relative to our best fit. Even if the Pikh
tin or Sellmeier expressions are refitted to data with inc
rectly chosen fringe orders, the resulting fit function inva
ably exhibits large systematic deviations from the data. In
case of a61 offset in fringe order, the average deviation
the best fit to the resulting data is more than 10 times lar
than that for the fit obtained using the correct fringe orde

The thicknessd then remains to be determined, but ca
not readily be measured mechanically to within the sa
accuracy as the fit of FTIR fringe peak positions. A simp

FIG. 3. Second-harmonic~SH! spectrum obtained via fifth-order QPM in
OP-GaAs, with grating period 26.3mm and length 10 mm, shown togethe
with the fundamental OPO spectrum. The SH spectrum is sharply defi
due to the narrow width of the QPM peak.
Downloaded 02 Nov 2003 to 171.64.87.158. Redistribution subject to A
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mechanical measurement of the sample gave a thicknes
516 mm, with an estimated uncertainty of63 mm or
60.6%.

The thickness can be determined somewhat more a
rately than by mechanical measurement by combining FT
and SHG data. Note that the SHG measurements give
difference in refractive indexDn according to Eq.~2! with-
out reference tod, relying only on the QPM period which is
accurately determined by photolithography. In contrast,Dn
from the FTIR measurement varies inversely withd, as is
implied by Eq.~6!. For the first three SHG data points, bo
the fundamental and second harmonic are within the FT
spectral range. The sample thicknessd can be estimated by
requiring consistency betweenDn values obtained from
FTIR and SHG.

For these data points, we find that the mean differe
betweenDnFTIR and Dn from SHG is zero if we assume
thickness of 514.1mm, with standard deviation of the mea
equivalent to a60.2% variation in thickness. The relativ
uncertainties in wavelength and fringe count are small co
pared to this uncertainty in thickness. Therefore we estim
the uncertainty ofn to be 0.2%.

Thus without reference to other measurements, the c
bined FTIR and SHG data provide a unique determination
fringe order and an accurate measurement of thickness.
gether, these data result in the set of measured refrac
index values that are plotted in Fig. 4.

ed

FIG. 4. ~a! GaAs refractive index at 22 °C obtained from FTIR spectro
copy and from QPM SHG experiments. The solid line is calculated from
~12! using the parameters listed in Table II.~b! Refractive index deviations
from the Pikhtin form fit, Eq.~12!. The solid line shows the deviation of th
fitted Sellmeier form, Eq.~13!, from the Pikhtin fit. For both plots, closed
and open circles indicate FTIR and SHG data, respectively. Every 10th p
is shown in~a! for clarity.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/japo/japcr.jsp
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B. Temperature dependence of the refractive index

To obtain the temperature dependence from FTIR tra
mission data recorded at different temperatures, we first
termined the temperature-induced phase shift of the inter
ence oscillations~from the phase shift of a locally fitted sin
as a function of the temperature!. This phase shift is identica
to a shift inf given by Eq.~8!. The coefficients of Eq.~9!
were determined from these data by least-squares fits.
resulting coefficients were extensively scattered in a f
spectral regions with low oscillation amplitude because
slight nonparallelism in the faces of the sample used
measurement of the temperature dependence. These re
were excluded from the subsequent analysis.

For the laser transmission data recorded at shorter w
lengths, the transmission measured as a function of the
perature was fit directly to a combination of Eqs.~5! and~9!.
The fit parameters wereF, a0 , a1 anda2 .

The combined FTIR and laser transmission measu
ments gave linear and quadratic temperature coefficients
f over the wavelength range from 1.064 to 17mm. From
these temperature coefficients, we determined dn/dT and
d2n/dT2 using Eqs.~10! and ~11!. We have assumeda
55.75631026 K21 and da/dT55.531029 K22 at room
temperature for GaAs.25 The resulting temperature depe
dence of the refractive index is shown in Fig. 5.

We estimate that the uncertainty in the measured lin
temperature dependence is dominated by the61 °C tem-

FIG. 5. GaAs refractive index temperature dependence:~a! dn/dT and ~b!
d2n/dT2 at 22 °C, determined by FTIR~closed circles! and laser interfer-
ometry ~open circles!. The solid line is calculated from the fitted model. I
both ~a! and ~b!, the Pikhtin and Sellmeier fits are indistinguishable fro
each other.
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perature uncertainty in the 70 °C interval of the experime
This contributes a relative uncertainty of61.4% in dn/dT.
For the second-order temperature dependence, the dat
hibit scatter of about615%.

C. Empirical fit function

Pikhtin and Yas’kov’s dispersion expression, Eq.~12!,
and the Sellmeier form, Eq.~13!, are fitted to the room tem
perature data in Fig. 4~a!. FTIR and SHG data were weighte
differently in the fits to account for different sampling de
sities. The resulting fit parameters are given in Table II.

Both forms provide an excellent fit to the measured da
as seen in Fig. 4. In the Pikhtin form, the parameterE0 is
fixed to 1.425 000 eV, a number close to the literature va
for the band gap at 295 K.26 Allowing E0 to vary along with
all the other parameters~listed in Table II! causedE0 , E1

andE2 to move far away from their corresponding physic
energies,9 at which point the dispersion model is no long
based on true critical energies and is thus highly unphysi
For the Sellmeier form, all parameters are varied. The diff
ence between the fits is comparable to the scatter in the d
and the amount of scatter is very similar for the two fits.

The effect of the temperature is empirically modeled
adding linear and quadratic temperature coefficients to
characteristic energiesEi of the fitted Pikhtin form and
wavelengthsl i and gi coefficients of the fitted Sellmeie
form. The quadratic temperature coefficients were adde
the parameters associated with the band gap (E0 for the
Pikhtin form,l2 andg2 for the Sellmeier form!. No statisti-
cally significant improvement to the fit was obtained by
lowing additional energy terms to have quadratic tempe
ture dependence. The linear-coefficient values
determined by fitting the temperature derivatives of the d
persion expressions to the dn/dT data in Fig. 5~a!. The qua-

TABLE II. Fitted parameters for the temperature dependent dispersion g
by Eqs.~12! and ~13!. DT is the deviation from the reference temperatu
22 °C. For Eq. ~12!, the photon energy in eV was calculated as\v
51.239 842/l with l given in mm.

Parameter Value

Pikhtin form, Eq.~12!

E0 ~eV! 1.425 00020.000 371 64DT27.49731027 DT2

E1 ~eV! 2.400 35620.000 514 58DT
E2 ~eV! 7.691 97920.000 465 45DT
E3 ~eV! 0.034 30310.000 011 36DT
^«2& 12.993 86
G3 0.002 181 76
A 0.689 578

Sellmeier form, Eq.~13!

l1 ~mm! 0.443 130710.000 050 564DT
l2 ~mm! 0.874 645310.000 1913DT24.88231027 DT2

l3 ~mm! 36.916620.011 622DT
g0 5.372 514
g1 27.839 72
g2 0.031 76414.35031025 DT14.66431027 DT2

g3 0.001 4363 6
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dratic temperature coefficients of the fit are found from the
to the d2n/dT2 data, as shown in Fig 5~b!.

D. Comparison of fit functions with QPM results

Comparison with observed QPM peak wavelengths r
resents a sensitive test of the fitted dispersion relation. S
the fit is partly based on QPM SHG, good agreement w
these experiments is expected. Figure 4 illustrates agree
with the SHG data over more than an octave including
region near the band gap. The scatter in the SHG refrac
index data around the fits, shown in Fig. 4~b!, is probably
due to a combination of errors in the determination of
second-harmonic wavelength and variations in sample t
perature. We find that residual scatter around the fitted fu
tion is comparable to that expected from the experime
uncertainties, with the Pikhtin form performing slightly be
ter, on average.

As a further test, the fitted temperature-dependent ref
tive index expressions can be compared to the observed
perature dependence of the SHG and DFG experim
shown in Fig. 6. Near room temperature, the observed tun
rate of the SHG phasematching wavelength at 4mm funda-
mental is predicted to within 5% by both the Pikhtin a
Sellmeier fits. The Pikhtin fit coincides with the data, with
the intervals of uncertainty, while the Sellmeier fit exhib
some excess offset, equivalent to a 10 °C error in temp
ture. This offset is easily compensated for in practical O
GaAs applications. For the DFG experiment, both fits co
cide with the data within the intervals of uncertainty. T
observed DFG tuning rate near room temperature is
dicted to within 5% by the Pikhtin fit and to within 3% b
the Sellmeier fit.

We also compared our predictions with experimen
data for longwave difference-frequency generation
diffusion-bonded-stacked~DBS! GaAs, described in Ref. 6
The experiment measured a peak wavelength of 16.6mm
generated by third-order QPM in a DBS GaAs sample w
252mm average plate thickness. Our dispersion relation p
dicted a peak wavelength of 16.5mm. The small deviation in
wavelength can be explained by an uncertainty of61 mm in
the plate thickness.

In addition, we found that our predictions are in exc
lent agreement with the experimental results that meas
DFG coherence lengths in bulk GaAs in the wavelen
range 8–12mm reported in Ref. 27.

V. DISCUSSION

A. Uncertainty of the fitted expressions

The random scatter of the data is exceeded by
60.2% systematic uncertainty arising from the thickness
termination, so this latter value can be taken as the un
tainty in our fitted dispersion functions. From Eq.~6!, we see
that the uncertainty ind leads to errors that are highly co
related since the resultingn at different wavelengths will be
scaled by the same value ofd.

Furthermore, Eq.~6! also implies that the relative unce
tainty in index differenceDn is the same as the relativ
uncertainty ind, that is,60.2%, since theNl products are
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very accurately known. The accuracy of predicted QP
wavelengths depends on the accuracy ofDn values obtained
from the fitted expression. As an extreme example, cons
the case of frequency doubling 2mm radiation. For this case
Dn'0.17 with uncertainty of6331024. Note that if one
were to perform independent measurements ofn(l) and
n(l/2), the individual refractive indices would need to b
measured to at least 0.2%3Dn/(&n)'0.007% accuracy to
reproduce the QPM prediction accuracy of our measu
ments.

The uncertainty inDn of 6331024 is still a factor of 8
larger than the target accuracy of6431025 estimated from
Eq. ~3! for the stringent case of doubling 2mm radiation.
However, this uncertainty inDn can be compensated b
about 3 °C of temperature tuning or 1.3 nm of waveleng

FIG. 6. Comparison of predicted and measured phasematching wavelen
Closed squares are measured quasiphasematching wavelengths at di
temperatures. The shaded bands give the QPM wavelengths predicted b
fitted Pikhtin ~striped! and Sellmeier~gray! functions and reflect the uncer
tainty in the dispersion models. Open symbols represent room temper
predictions of Ref. 11~diamonds! and of Eqs.~3! ~circles! and~4! ~triangles!
in Ref. 9.~a! Fundamental wavelength for second-harmonic generation
sample with QPM period of 61.2mm. ~b! Pump wavelength for difference
frequency generation with the signal wavelength fixed at 1.536mm in a
sample with QPM period of 26.3mm.
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tuning. The accuracy of our fit functions appears to be su
cient for practical applications.

For first-order and second-order temperature dep
dence, we estimate fit uncertainties of61.4% and615%,
respectively. We note that because the quadratic tempera
dependence is very weak, the error from d2n/dT2 becomes
comparable to the error in dn/dT only when taken over a
100 °C temperature range. Furthermore, over the rang
temperatures measured (22– 95 °C), the uncertainty in
refractive index at a given wavelength is dominated by
0.2% uncertainty from the dispersion fit itself and not fro
errors in the temperature derivatives. It is also importan
note that the uncertainties inn are correlated whereas th
uncertainties in dn/dT and d2n/dT2 are not correlated. This
observation has implications for QPM where differences in
are important. Because the uncertainties inDn at room tem-
perature are small, the uncertainties for QPM prediction
moderate temperatures may be dominated by uncertai
from the temperature derivatives.

B. Comparison with previously published results

Pikhtin and Yas’kov9 quoted an experimental uncertain
of 0.003 for n. Moore and Holm11 scaled their refractive
index to coincide with Eq.~3! of Pikhtin and Yas’kov around
2 mm wavelength, and estimated additional uncertainty
0.2%. Figure 7 shows that their work is in agreement w
our data within the respective uncertainties.

However, Fig. 6 illustrates that the fit functions give
here predict QPM wavelengths at room temperature w
accuracy significantly better than previous fits. Figure
shows that the large deviations of predictions using previ
dispersion functions are not easily compensated by temp
ture tuning. The QPM wavelength predictions based on
persion functions presented in this article are much close
observations. The correlated scaling error that dominates
measurements has a relatively small effect on predic
phasematching conditions compared to the uncertaintie
other dispersion relations.

FIG. 7. Shown are deviations from our fitted Pikhtin form, Eq.~12!, for Ref.
11 ~diamonds! and for Eqs.~3! ~circles! and ~4! ~triangles! of Ref. 9. Also
shown is deviation of the fitted Sellmeier form presented here~solid line!.
Beyond the range of data from 0.97 to 17mm, extrapolation of our fits is
likely to yield increasingly inaccurate values. Dotted lines show the amo
of change in experimental refractive index values resulting from error
61 in the assumed fringe orderN.
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Della Corteet al.19 have made extensive measureme
of the GaAs refractive index temperature dependence at
mm. They found dn/dT52.3431024 K21 at room tempera-
ture, which is very close to the value of 2.3331024 K21

obtained from our fits. For d2n/dT2 we find a value of 1.7
31027 K22 at 1.5 mm. The results of Della Corteet al.
imply a value of 2.431027 K22 with no estimate of uncer-
tainty given.

C. Discussion and comparison of our fits

The Sellmeier expression implies an absorption sp
trum consisting of narrow lines, which clearly is a poor d
scription of GaAs optical properties above the band gap
ergy. The Pikhtin expression, on the other hand, is close
the physical situation. The authors of Ref. 9 take literat
values for the critical energiesE0 , E1 , E2 and E3 , derive
expressions forA andG3 and determine a value for^«2& by
fitting to measured data. The resulting model agrees w
with measurements. As shown here, the fit to our data ca
significantly improved by allowing more parameters to
varied. As a result, however, our fitted parameters canno
considered to have a quantitative physical significance
cause of the coarse approximation to the shape of the abs
tion spectrum implied by Eq.~6!.

We note that when the two fitted expressions are use
extrapolate the refractive index towards the band gap, t
both deviate from the shape of the data tabulated in Ref
for dispersion near the band gap. These data instead fo
closely the curve of Eq.~3! in Ref. 9. Thus using the fits
presented here to extrapolate towards shorter wavelen
must be done with caution, particularly in the case of t
Sellmeier fit, which diverges rapidly from the shape of t
dispersion measured near the band gap.

Given a free choice between the two fit functions, w
recommend the Pikhtin form, Eq.~12!, because of its slightly
better overall agreement with measurements and the cl
approximation to the material physics. However, the S
meier form, Eq.~13!, is more commonly used and may b
more convenient for use in existing software tools.

D. Some implications of the results for QPM

Figure 8 shows possible phasematching conditions fo
selected set of pump wavelengths. Figure 8 also shows
effect of changing the temperature by 100 °C. The plot illu
trates that, in some cases, a substantial amount of temp
ture tuning is possible. Figure 8 also indicates that for pu
wavelengths in the vicinity of 3mm, where the tuning curve
becomes nearly vertical, large bandwidths can be obtain
Figure 9 shows examples of predicted parametric gain sp
tra in this region. Depending on the gain flatness requ
ment, bandwidths up to about 1.5 octaves are obtained. W
bandwidths can be obtained for pump wavelengths in
range from about 3.06 to 3.22mm.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

We have measured the refractive index of GaAs, as w
as its temperature dependence, in the spectral region o
crystal’s optical transparency, from 0.97 to 17mm, and in the

t
f
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range of temperatures between 22 and 95 °C. To derive
refractive index, we have used several interferometric te
niques, as well as QPM nonlinear optical frequency conv
sion of different QPM orders~1st–11th order! in orientation-
patterned GaAs. Two expressions for the refractive index
a function of wavelength and temperature were fitted to m
sured data. The estimated uncertainty of the refractive in
data and the fitted functions is 0.2%, which is dominated
a systematic scaling error, rather than random scatter. Re
tive index differences between different wavelengths can
predicted within the same uncer-tainty of 0.2%, which c
responds to uncorrelated errors of no more th

FIG. 8. Predicted phasematched signal and idler pairs as a function o
QPM period for the pump wavelengths indicated at the top. The solid
dashed lines are for 20 and 120 °C, respectively. The dash-dotted line
cates degeneracy at room temperature. No significant difference betwee
two fits is seen on this scale.

FIG. 9. Parametric gain coefficient for QPM interactions scaled to the p
value in 10 mm long GaAs gratings where the periodL has been optimized
for large bandwidth. The solid line represents a pump wavelength
3.059mm, which results in a bandwidth of 4.1–11.7mm with relative gain
variations of 50%. The dashed line represents a pump wavelengt
3.217mm, which results in less than 1% variation in gain from 4.9 to 9
mm. The values shown are calculated using the fitted Pikhtin form at 20
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60.007% in the refractive index at the wavelengths
volved. Both fitted dispersion relations are in excelle
agreement with numerous QPM nonlinear optical expe
ments. The agreement is superior to that given by previ
dispersion relations found in the literature. Residual pred
tion errors can typically be compensated by small~less than
5 °C) temperature adjustments. Our results enable accu
design of QPM structures based on GaAs, such as temp
ture tunable devices or optical amplifiers with extreme
wide parametric gain bandwidths.
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